
WHY YOU NEED A 
CLOUD MANAGED 
SERVICES PROVIDER



THE SITUATION

The revolution is on! 
 
Public cloud platforms are accelerating organizations’ ability to speed up 
digital innovation and bring value to their end-customers in fundamentally 
different ways than ever before.
It is driving everyone to talk about transformation, yet many find this journey 
hard to fund with the traditional way of managing a business case, in addition 
to already having challenges with their current profits and revenue. 

This disruption is forcing well established companies to not only reinvent 
themselves, but also pushing them to find new ways of optimizing their current 
portfolio of applications.

Can organizations accelerate cost worthy transformation on one hand to avoid 
disruption while continue to optimize their current key portfolio on the other? 
The answer is YES!

Organizations’ can partner with a future proof managed service provider 
(MSP) who has a portfolio of capabilities with expert skills and services to 
specifically help tackle challenges on this journey. A partner who can enable 
them to increase their competitive edge, increase their business flexibility and 
become way more operationally efficient.



WHY YOU NEED A FUTURE PROOF MSP?

A cloud journey can be challenging to tackle! It is easy to fall behind as you try 
to navigate into ever-evolving technologies. You soon find your organization’s 
IT infrastructure struggling with time consuming inefficiencies, technical 
restrictions and mismatched resources. This is costly, can slow down business 
growth and takes a lot of valuable time from your team that could be handling 
other, more value created tasks.

This is why more and more organizations turn to a professional managed service 
provider (MSP) who have the ability to turn cloud challenges into opportunities:

 
PLANNED SPENDING
Organizations looking to outsource the day-to-day management of their 
datacenter often need help understanding just how much their existing 
infrastructure is costing and how the transfer to a new infrastructure will 
be beneficial. Additionally, organizations often need to understand which 
workloads require maximum oversight and can be managed externally.

 

PLANNED GROWTH & SCALABILITY
With major growth, comes major evolutions. Leveraging a future proof managed 
services partner allows organizations’ time to plan yet effectively scale their 
teams and digital platforms to continuously absorb market changes and increase 
their business flexibility. This allows them to be closer to their customers while 
increasing their competitive edge.

PLANNED IMPLEMENTATION
A managed service partner offers strategic and trusted advice with IT excellence 
to the organizations’ core team, by providing ongoing CIO-level expertise. The 
MSP take the role of a guide to implement the organizations’ vision while they 
focus on building their portfolio of products and services.



HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR MANAGED SERVICE PROVIDER  

In order to work with partners that can actually add business benefits to your 
organization and help you solve both your current and future challenges, there are 
certain situations a future proof MSP should be able to discuss with you to enable 
you to work out the best possible cloud journey underpinning your digital strategy.

Looking at what you consider being the optimal future situation for the company, 
these topics need to be discussed:

What would be an optimal future situation for your current portfolio of 
applications taking in consideration the following key decisions:

you are not just under pressure to reduce cost, but also add 
enhancements and get the maximum out of your prior investments and 
future reinvestments.

you will most likely focus on your cloud native applications and 
future AI enhancements in the coming 5 years.

you will most likely replace them either with SaaS, PaaS or new, 
groundbreaking cloud native applications tailormade to your new digital 
strategy.

you want to increase the income you have per business transaction 
or user and not willing to take double cost, nor during the innovation, 
migration or an operational phase.

you have significant resources and vendor partnerships invested 
and currently bound to handle that complexity to keep your lights on in your 
current operative model.



3 QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR MSP PARTNER

If you recognize that these topics are relevant to discuss, here are 3 questions 
you could ask your future proof MSP to understand if they would be an enabler 
for you. To not only solve the challenges but also turn them to opportunities and 
even go hand-in-hand with your digital business transformation:

Does your MSP have the capability to discuss,
challenge and enable your digital strategy or
just discussing their own products?

Does your MSP cover both traditional and agile
delivery culture?

Does your MSP have their own data centers in addition 
to being strategic partner for hyperscalers by delivering 
complementary capabilities, competencies and services?

1.

2.

3.



WHAT ABILITIES TO LOOK FOR 
IN YOUR FUTURE MSP

When you have narrowed down your search for the right managed service 
partner, look for the following abilities to make your final decision:

TECHNICAL CAPABILITY
A potential MSP must have a professional services talent panel who have a 
comprehensive, first-hand background of bringing all sorts of applications and 
technologies to an operative state. The professional services arm should have 
deep experience in working in between different stakeholders and mindsets such 
as developers, product teams, operations and c-level to increase the effect of your 
digital strategy and complement your own competencies. A technically capable 
team will facilitate growth of expertise across your organization and enable you 
to work smarter and more efficient in addition to keeping your digital platforms 
in shape to meet ever changing requirements from your business.

EFFICIENCY FOCUSED
Cloud applications and infrastructure are increasing in complexity and will 
require you to modernize your integration capabilities and manage them smarter. 
A modern MSP will ensure to eliminate unnecessary hours by automatizing 
as much as possible and enable your teams to increase their productivity by 
bringing capabilities to optimize your cloud journey and application life cycle. 

SECURITY & INTEGRITY
A trustworthy MSP should have the ability to safeguard your organizational 
investments and meet compliance standards regardless of which industry sector 
or region you work in. A security-conscious MSP will have the experience in 
establishing and maintaining security protocols and they will ensure that your 
internal security processes follow into the cloud. As modern cloud services also 
bring radical new building blocks, the MSP should also be able to help you 
understand and tackle fundamentally different security threats which comes 
with enhancements and innovation.



THE VALUE OF CHOOSING BASEFARM AS YOUR
FUTURE PROOF MSP

Companies today are always in constant search to increase their operational 
efficiency either by reducing cost and risk or accelerate their effect of business by 
enhancing their applications with features that makes them more streamlined 
and attractive for their end-customers.

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
We enable to deliver the most cost effective solutions
to your customers, while still ensuring high quality and 
sustainability.

BUSINESS FLEXIBILITY
We will bring you sustainable and compliant next-generation 
business flexibility, which will not only constantly absorb 
market changes but will also prepare you to explore
new opportunities.

COMPETITIVE EDGE
We will help you to analyze, build and operate your cloud 
journey in a way that brings out the unique flavor of
your company.



OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

Companies today are always in constant search to increase their operational 
efficiency either by reducing cost and risk or accelerate their effect of business by 
enhancing their applications with features that makes them more streamlined 
and attractive for their end-customers.

Most companies today are also undergoing a digital business transformation 
which many companies will need to fund by using their current operative model 
which sets the pressure even more on becoming operational efficient.

WHAT VALUE DO WE BRING INTO THIS?
We will bring you increased business sustainability! 
There are many ways of becoming more operational efficient, but our specialty is 
bringing that in a form which;

does not disturb your current business- & operative model.

gives you immediate release of pain and connects the further steps to obtain 
short-term business benefits with long-term business outcomes.

introduces services, technology and processes which also will increase your 
business flexibility and enable increased competitive edge. 



BUSINESS FLEXIBILITY

Many companies find themselves in a situation today where they are outperformed 
by competitors, have a negative trend on user experience, failing on time-to-market 
or not being able to attract next-gen customers.

In the past we’ve obtained business flexibility by combining technology, services 
and competencies in a way which has defined the IT market for two decades. The 
IT industry is now being completely transformed with the adoption of cloud native 
& artificial intelligence as services, edge technologies and the rise of data-driven 
business models.

WHAT VALUE DO WE BRING INTO THIS?
We will bring you sustainable and compliant next-generation business flexibility 
which will enable you to explore new opportunities, constantly absorb market 
changes and be closer to your customers.

How we will enable your business flexibility:

Ensuring a cloud journey which enables business agility in your digital strategy.

A digital platform which fully exploits the nature of each cloud generation to the max.

Delivery based on lean & agile principles which enables you to reach your market 
faster.

Cloud operations services & value chains for automation, security, tooling, multi 
sourcing and more which allows you to implement and scale DevOps.

Combining market leading advisory & build competencies with the aim at always 
keeping you in the sharp end of business flexibility.

A service portfolio which will cover end-to-end in your digital platform and make 
sure it integrates for flexibility.



COMPETITIVE EDGE

Companies have always been in constant competition and it’s normally seen as 
healthy for the market. However, when their market goes into a transformative 
state where new technologies and delivery models allows end-users to expect 
different value and outcomes, companies suddenly find themselves in a situation 
where their competitive landscape not only has shifted but fundamentally 
changed.

WHAT VALUE DO WE BRING INTO THIS?
We are all about bringing technology, frameworks, services, partners and people 
together and increase your business sustainability. We will help you to perform 
that cloud journey by building, integrating and operate in a way which brings 
out the unique flavor in your company towards your end-customers. We do this 
by making sure that your cloud journey is constantly in tune with your digital 
strategy.

Unique integration experience which will enable lower operational cost, 
increased business agility and your unique innovation capabilities.

Competencies and services which allows you to stay on top of disruptive 
innovation.

Value chains that helps your teams to scale and stay business outcomes 
focused.

Eco systems and partnerships to enable access and advisory to 
technologies and services which increase your innovation capability.



CONTACT US
Basefarm is a European operating provider creating market leaders by integrating 
key skills of Big Data, Cloud Services, Information Security and Digital Workspace 
into a service offering.
 
The company provides strategic advice, architecture and implementation together 
with the management and operation of solutions to several different cloud 
platforms.
 
The business was founded in 2000 in the Nordic countries and today there are 
760 leading engineers and advisors working in Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands, 
Germany and Austria.

Basefarm was ranked highest in Whitelane’s IT Outsourcing study Nordics 2020 
and was approved by Gartner as cool vendor supplier at the European Cloud 
Computing Market 2015 for our unique methodology in application operations. 
The unbelievable Machine Company *um, part of Basefarm was named innovator 
of the year in 2018 by the German business magazine eins Wissen and Data 
Analytics.

In August 2018, Basefarm was acquired by Orange Group and is now an Orange 
Business Service subsidiary.
  
For more information go to www.basefarm.com or follow us on Linkedin, Twitter 
and our blogs.


